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Abstract: Powertrain system design optimization is an unexplored territory for battery electric
trucks, which only recently have been seen as a feasible solution for sustainable road transport. To
investigate the potential of these vehicles, in this paper, a variety of new battery electric powertrain
topologies for heavy-duty trucks is studied. Thereby, topological design considerations are analyzed
related to having: (a) a central or distributed drive system (individually-driven wheels); (b) a
single or a multi-speed gearbox; and finally, (c) a single or multiple electric machines. For reasons
of comparison, each concurrent powertrain topology is optimized using a bilevel optimization
framework, incorporating both powertrain components and control design. The results show that
the combined choice of powertrain topology and number of gears in the gearbox can result in a
5.6% total-cost-of-ownership variation of the vehicle and can, significantly, influence the optimal
sizing of the electric machine(s). The lowest total-cost-of-ownership is achieved by a distributed
topology with two electric machines and two two-speed gearboxes. Furthermore, results show that
the largest average reduction in total-cost-of-ownership is achieved by choosing a distributed drive
over a central drive topology (−1.0%); followed by using a two-speed gearbox over a single speed
(−0.6%); and lastly, by using two electric machines over using one for the central drive topologies
(−0.3%).

Keywords: powertrains; optimization; electric vehicles; topology design

1. Introduction

Driven by stringent demands to further reduce CO2 emissions of road transport, an increasing
number of truck manufacturers are announcing full-electric versions of their vehicles [1]. This has
unavoidably led to a trend towards the development of battery electric trucks, for both city and highway
applications. Among all the vehicles being announced and being sold, there is a large variation in
the powertrain design: the electric machine used, the transmission technology, and the drivetrain
topology. This large variation in the powertrain design (also referred to as architecture) raises the
question of what is the best powertrain design. To answer this question, one has to understand and try
to find the powertrain topology and component specifications that minimize the objective at hand, be
that total-cost-of-ownership (TCO), energy efficiency, construction costs, or any other. This is equally
relevant for customers, suppliers, and manufacturers.

1.1. System-Level Design

To find this optimal powertrain design, one must define and solve the problem by looking both
at the powertrain’s hardware design and its control design due to the coupling between both [2].
Previous research has shown that investigating these problems separately leads to sub-optimal
solutions [3]. For integrated plant and control design, common practice is to split the problem into
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four different design layers: (i) topology, (ii) component technology, (iii) component sizing, and (iv)
powertrain controls [2]. This is sometimes referred to as a system-level design (SLD), which is
graphically represented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Graphical layout of the powertrain system-level design problem and its main design sub-levels.

Considering all four design levels leads to a multi-level optimization problem, which requires
a large number of function evaluations, which quickly increases when more design parameters are
added. Due to this high computational burden, most powertrain design research has focused on one
(e.g., control) or two design levels at maximum (e.g., sizing and control). In the context of battery
electric trucks, most literature focuses on the feasibility [4–8] or performance evaluation [9] analyses.
In addition, some recent research has focused on the type of technology used for the components,
in particular focusing on: (i) the electric machine technology [10], (ii) battery technology [11,12], or (iii)
the transmission technology [10,13–15]. A few publications considered optimizing the components’
sizing for a single or a few topologies [10,15,16], often combined with the control optimization.
Only limited research seems to focus specifically on the variation of the powertrain topology for
all-electric vehicles; with limited examples that can be found either focused on hybrid electric
vehicles [17–20] (e.g., where the focus is limited to the type of hybrid powertrain: series, parallel
or power split) or the research is limited to the light-duty vehicle domain [21–25]. Therefore, there
is little knowledge on the influence of topological design choices for full battery electric powertrains
for heavy-duty trucks, which is crucial in order to evaluate the full potential of these type of vehicles.
Next to that, this knowledge is also highly valuable for vehicle manufacturers to support them in the
choice of the most suitable powertrain topology for their vehicle(s).

1.2. Contribution and Outline of the Work

In this paper, the potential of novel electric powertrain topologies is investigated for heavy-duty
trucks by analyzing the potential of various design options. In particular, the focus is on understanding
the effects of the following three topological design choices: (a) a central or distributed drive, via the
use of a final drive transmission; (b) incorporating a single or a multi-speed (discrete) gearbox, via the
use of one or more gears; and finally, (c) the number of electric machines.

Although huge amounts of possible topologies can be constructed even with a small set of
component elements, in this work only a relatively small set of relevant topologies is studied. For each
of the feasible topologies, an integrated powertrain design optimization is performed. The performance
metrics, i.e., total-cost-of-ownership and energy consumption, with constraints on drivability (e.g,
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acceleration, top speed, uphill driving), are compared in order to understand the influence of certain
powertrain design choices on the topological level (a)–(c) explained above.

In the remainder of the paper, the powertrain design problem and the design method used
are discussed in Section 2. The simulation model, including the sub-models, used in the design
optimization is discussed in Section 3. The results of the design optimization are discussed in detail in
Section 4, followed by the conclusions in Section 5, respectively.

2. Problem Description

For any given powertrain topology, as shown in Figure 1, finding an optimal design is typically a
bilevel optimization problem, where both the powertrain components and the control algorithm are
optimized. Throughout the rest of the paper, for most parameters, the domain to which the parameter
belongs is mentioned. In the case of equal types of parameters and parameters for which this is
self-evident, this is omitted.

2.1. System-Level Objective Function

The main design objective for commercial vehicles, which is often used, is the total-cost-of-ownership,
CTCO ∈ R+ (euro),

CTCO = Ce + Cv . (1)

where Ce ∈ R+ (euro) are the electricity running costs of the vehicle and Cv ∈ R+ (euro) is the vehicle
cost. Throughout the rest of this paper, for all cost parameters, indicated by the symbol C, C ∈ R+

holds. The TCO represents the cost to operate the vehicle, which preferably should be as low as
possible. The electricity costs are calculated as:

Ce = 100 ce Ev Dy y. (2)

Here, ce ∈ R+ (euro/kWh) is the electricity cost per unit energy, Ev ∈ R+ (kWh/100 km) is the
average energy consumption, Dy (km/year) the yearly mileage of the vehicle, and y (year) the years of
vehicle ownership. In the running costs, Ce, only the costs related to the energy consumption of the
vehicle are included. The costs related to maintenance, road taxes, driver wages, and loss of interest
are left out of consideration. Therefore, also the running costs only include the cost of the electricity;
hence, Ce will also be referred to as the electricity cost. Especially, road taxes and driver wages are
not dependent on the vehicles’ powertrain design. The average energy consumption, Ev, is defined as
energy consumed over a drive cycle starting at time, t0 (s), and ending at final time, tend (s),

Ev =
100
Dc

∫ tend

to
Ps(t) dt. (3)

Here, Dc (km) is the distance traveled over the drive cycle and Ps ∈ R (W) the internal battery
power. The electricity cost, Ce , depends on the size of the battery, electric machine(s), and gear ratio(s),
since these values determine the limitations on the controlled inputs and states.

Consequently, the vehicle cost, Cv, in the form of the depreciation cost of the vehicle over the
lifetime, is modeled as a function of the costs of the powertrain components. The depreciation is the
difference between the initial acquisition cost of the vehicle and the price for which the vehicle is sold
to the second-hand market at the end of its lifetime. Linear depreciation is assumed with an economic
life time, yel, at which the vehicle no longer has a resale value. This results in:

Cv =
y

yel

(
Cpt + C0

)
, (4)

with Cpt (euro) the costs of the powertrain, which depend on the powertrain design, and C0 (euro) a
system base cost for all other remaining components and parts of the vehicle. Note that minimizing
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the TCO does not necessarily imply that both Ce and Cv are minimized. An example is when an extra
electric machine is added to the powertrain. In this case, the vehicle cost Cv will increase; however, the
energy consumption and therewith the cost Ce will decrease, resulting in a decrease in CTCO.

2.2. Topology Design Space

A topology refers to the layout in which the components in the powertrain are connected to each
other. Depending on the set of components, degree of connection per component, and number of
instances per component, a set of possible topologies, Tp, can be generated. For the problem considered
here, with the component set listed in Table 1, the total size of this design set is in the order of O(1020).

Table 1. Powertrain system platform.

Component Type No. Instances Degree

1: EMk 4 1

2: TRl 2 2

3: FD 1 3

4: BA 1 1

In this study, topologies are considered that are constructed with up to four electric machines
EMk, two transmission units TRl , and the choice of whether to use a final drive transmission FD or
not. A single battery pack BA is assumed to be connected to the electric machine(s) via integrated
power electronics (not modeled separately). The powertrain built by these components is connected to
one set of truck wheels that drive the vehicle. The subscript k ∈ {1, . . . , nm} ∈ N refers to the index of
the electric machine, with nm ∈ N (-) the total number of electric machines present in the powertrain
build. The subscript l ∈ {1, . . . , nt} ∈ N refers to the index of the transmission with nt ∈ N0 (-) the
total number of transmission units in the powertrain.

Using functional and application-specific constraints, this large set of possible topologies can
be reduced to a smaller set of feasible topologies T f ⊂ Tp, which can be done using constraint
programming [26]. In this work, a sub-set of the feasible topologies T f is chosen, based on three
topological design choices combined with an overview from the most recent announcements from
vehicle manufacturers. This set, in total eight separate topologies, is graphically shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Set of eight different feasible powertrain topologies studied, classified into distributed and
central drive systems. The first subscript (i) indicates the topology name; the second subscript after the
dot (jl) indicates the total number of gears in the gearbox. For each topology, different gearbox types
are considered, resulting in a set of in total 44 powertrain configurations studied. W = driven wheel,
EMk = electric machine w.power electronics, TRl = transmission unit, BA = battery pack, FD = final
drive transmission.
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Each of these topologies is analyzed with different types of transmission units. Only discrete
multi-speed gearboxes will be considered here, with different numbers of gears in the gearbox.
Herein, the combination of a chosen powertrain topology and chosen number of gears for the
gearbox(es) is referred to as a powertrain configuration. The choice of eight topologies and four
different gearbox options results in a unique set of powertrain configurations of (distributed + central)
= 12 + 44 = 56 options. Due to identical options for two topologies and the fact that for one
topology, only up to three speeds are considered, a total set of 44 powertrain configurations is studied.
Each configuration in the set is indicated by Ti.jl ∈ T f . The first sub-script, i, refers to the name
of the topology,

i ∈ {D1, . . . , D3, C1, . . . , C5}, (5)

where D refers to distributed and C to central. Typically, different classifications of topologies can be
made, with often the largest division being between central and distributed drive powertrains. Central
indicates that the power to drive the vehicle is generated centrally and is divided over the wheels by
using a final drive transmission, also called a differential. This is the lower set of five topologies in
Figure 2. In the case of a distributed powertrain, the power is generated separately for each wheel.
In this type of topology, the electric machines are most of the time located in or close to the driven
wheels. Next, the subscript jl , defined by:

jl ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, (6)

refers to the total number of gears of the discrete gearbox l, where the subscript l refers to the index
of the gearbox. In the case of topologies with multiple gearboxes, each subscript jl refers to the total
number of gears for each gearbox, e.g., TC4.14 refers to powertrain configuration C4 where TR1 is a
one-speed and TR2 is a four-speed gearbox. Whereas the technology of the transmission is varied,
the component technologies of the electric machine(s) with power electronics and the battery pack are
considered to be fixed.

2.3. System Design Problem

For each topology, the system design problem requires finding the optimal sizing of the battery,
electric machine(s), and gear ratios. The multi-level optimization problem aims to find the optimal
powertrain design parameters, xp, and control inputs, xc(t), respectively, by solving:

min
xp ,xc(t)

CTCO(xp, xc(t)) = min
xp ,xc(t)

Ce(xp, xc(t)) + Cv(xp)

s.t. hp(xp) = 0, gp(xp) ≤ 0,

hc(xp, xc(t)) = 0, gc(xp, xc(t)) ≤ 0.

(7)

Here, g and h are the inequality and equality constraints, respectively. Due to the unidirectional
coupling between the electricity and the acquisition cost of the vehicle, the problem is solved using a
nested optimization approach [3], where the control problem can be seen as an additional optimization
problem in the set of constraints. By doing that, (7) becomes:

Input: topology Ti,jl , drive cycle, vehicle parameters
Outer loop (component sizing problem) :

minxp CTCO(xp|x∗c (t)) = Ce(xp|x∗c (t)) + Cv(xp),
s.t. hp(xp) = 0, gp(xp) ≤ 0,

Inner loop (control problem) :
minxc(t) Ce(xc(t)|xp),

hc(xc(t)|xp) = 0, gc(xc(t)|xp) ≤ 0.

(8)
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Note that bold notation indicates variables that are either a vector or a matrix. The superscript ∗
refers to the optimal solution of the control problem solved. Through (8), it is implied that in the inner
loop, the optimal control signals are found only for the powertrain component sizing parameters xp

that satisfy the (in)equality constraints in the outer loop.

2.4. Outer Loop-Component Sizing Problem

The set of powertrain component sizing variables xp ∈ Rnp depends on the specific vehicle
topology that is optimized, but it generally consists of:

xp = {Eb, Pm, R}, (9)

where Eb ∈ R+ (kWh) is the total battery energy content and Pm ∈ Rnm
+ (W) is a vector containing the

mechanical peak power of each electric machine, Pmk ∈ Pm (W). R ∈ Rnr
+ contains the gear ratios of

all gearboxes. R is subdivided into multiple vectors rl ⊂ R (-), where each vector rl contains the gear
ratios for one of the gearbox units present in the powertrain, which is described as:

rl = {rl(1), . . . , rl(jl)}. (10)

Here, each entry is the gear ratio of one of the gears of gearbox unit l, with jl the total number of
gears for this gearbox. To reduce the number of design variables, the value of the gear ratios in the
case of a central drive topology includes the ratio of the final drive. Thus, the final drive ratio is rf = 1.
Furthermore, for these topologies, the total ratio between the wheels and the electric machine(s) is
optimized. The total number of component sizing parameters, np, which depends on the powertrain
configuration being optimized, is:

np = 1 + nm + nr, (11)

where nm is the total number of electric machines and nr ∈ N0 is calculated by:

nr =
nt

∑
l=1

jl , (12)

and denotes the total number of gear ratios present in the powertrain, where nt is the total number
of gearboxes.

2.4.1. Component Constraints

The set of constraints defined under the component sizing problem of (8) consists of:

gp



gp1 : top speed ≥ 85 km/h,

gp2 : kinematic top speed ≥ 85 km/h,

gp3 : acceleration time for 0–80 km/h ≤ 80 s,

gp4 : gradeability at 85 km/h ≥ 1 %,

gp5 : gradeability from standstill ≥ 10 %,

gp8 : 10 ≤ Pmk ≤ 550 ∀ k,

gp9 : 100 ≤ Eb ≤ 450,

gp10 : 0.1 ≤ rl(xl) ≤ 40 ∀ l,

hp

{
hp1 : rf = 1.

(13)

The first five inequality constraints, gp1 − gp5, are target performance and drivability constraints.
The first constraint, gp1, is a constraint on the minimal peak power of the electric machines to able to
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drive at the required top speed. The second constraint gp2 is a kinematic constraint on the top speed,
where in at least one of the gear positions, the maximum speed of all motors should not be exceeded
when driving at the required top speed. The last three inequality constraints are constraints on the
value of the design variables.

The equality constraint, hp1, is related to the assumption that the combined ratio of the gearbox
and final drive is optimized, in the case of a central drive topology. The set of equality constraints
can also include symmetry constraints, depending on the powertrain topology; for example for TD1

in Figure 2, where equally sized electric machines (and gearboxes) must be connected to each wheel
of the same driven axle. However, this only holds for distributed topologies. Keep in mind that the
formulation of the constraints in (13) can vary per topology, due to the location of the gearbox(es) and
number of electric machines.

2.5. Inner Loop Control Optimization

Consequently, for each choice of values for the component sizing parameters, xp, in the inner loop
of (8), one needs to solve the following control problem:

min
xc(t)

Ce(xc(t)|xp, Λ(t)),

subject to gc,

ξ(t) ∈ [ξ, ξ],

hc1 : ξ̇(t)− f (ξ(t), xp, xc(t), Λ(t)) = 0,

hc2 : ξ(t0)− ξ0 = 0.

(14)

Here, ξ(t) ∈ R+ (-) refers to the state of the system, in this case the battery state-of-charge (SOC).
In this description, the bar above (.) (or below (.)) a symbol indicates the maximum (or minimum)
value, respectively. The first equality constraint refers to the system dynamics that have to be satisfied,
and the second constraint refers to the initial SOC of the battery. The control problem is solved over a
drive cycle, mentioned by Λ(t) ∈ R2, for which the vehicle speed v ∈ R+ (km/h) and the road slope
α ∈ R (rad) are given by:

Λ(t) =

[
v(t)

α(t)

]
, ∀t ∈ [t0, tend], (15)

where t0 (s) is the start time of the drive cycle and tend (s) the end time.
As is the case for the component sizing variables, which control variables are present depends

on the specific powertrain topology Ti.jl . When all control variables are present, the vector of control
variables consists of:

xc(t) = {uts(t), xg(t)}, (16)

where uts(t) ∈ [0, 1] ∈ Rnm−1
+ (-) is the torque split over two electric machines, defined as:

uts(t) =
τm1(t)

τm1(t) + τm2(t)
, (17)

where τm1 ∈ R (Nm) is the torque generated by EM1 and τm2 ∈ R (Nm) by the second electric machine
EM2. In case uts = 0, only EM2 is used, whereas the case uts = 1 means only using EM1. If more than
two electric machines are present in the powertrain, for each extra electric machine, an extra torque
split variable is added.

The gear position as the controlled state becomes xg(t) ∈ Nnt for all gearbox units,

xg(t) = {x1(t), . . . , xnt(t)}, (18)
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where xl(t) ∈ N (-) is the chosen gear position for each gearbox unit. The controlled input for the
gearbox unit relates to the gear shift command ul(t) ∈ Z (-),

xl(t+) = xl(t−) + ul(t−), (19)

whereby there are no limitations on the gear shift command. t− indicates the time before the gear shift
event and t+ after. xl can take the following values,

xl(t) ∈ {1, . . . , jl}, (20)

where jl is the total number of gears per gearbox.

2.5.1. Constraints

The set of constraints, gc, defined in the control design problem, includes the physical limitations
of the components such as the maximum torque and speed for each electric machine (gc1, gc2, gc3)
and constraints on the battery currents (gc4, gc5). These constraints are take into account inside the
simulation model.

gc



gc1 : max. electric machine torque ∀ k,

gc2 : min. electric machine torque ∀ k,

gc3 : max. electric machine speed ∀k,

gc4 : max. battery charge current,

gc5 : max. battery discharge current.

(21)

2.6. Optimization Framework

To solve the (nested) design optimization problem defined in (8) for each feasible powertrain
configuration, the optimal component sizing problem is solved using particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [27], and the control problem is solved using a local minimization of the control objective with
respect to its input(s). The same algorithm settings were used for all powertrain configurations.
To increase the chance of finding the global optimal solution for each design optimization,
the optimization was run multiple times, and the results giving the lowest objective value were
used.

3. System Modeling

To optimize the control variables for a given drive cycle, a simulation model was required. For this,
a backward facing quasi-static simulation model of the vehicle was used, since the predictions on the
overall energy consumption of these type of models were sufficiently accurate [28]. The model was
implemented in MATLAB©, as was the optimization process and the analysis of the results. In the
rest of this section, the powertrain component models used in the simulation model are discussed
separately.

3.1. Vehicle Road-Load Model

The tractive force required to drive the vehicle, Fr ∈ R (N), taking into account the rolling friction,
aerodynamic friction, and gradient resistance, can be calculated as [28],

Fr(t) = mv

(
cr g cos(α(t)) + g sin(α(t)) +

dv
dt

)
+

1
2

ρ A cd v(t)2,
(22)
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where the variables and their values can be found in Table 2. Furthermore, the angular speed ωw ∈ R+

(rad/s) and torque demand τw ∈ R (Nm) at the wheels are calculated by:

ωw(t) = v(t)
rw

, (23)

τw(t) = Fr(t) rw, (24)

where rw (m) is the wheel radius as defined in Table 2.

Table 2. Vehicle parameters.

Name Symbol Value Unit

Wheel radius rw 0.492 m
Gravitational acceleration g 9.81 m/s2

Rolling friction coefficient cr 0.006 -
Aerodynamic drag coefficient cd 0.73 -
Frontal area A 9.75 m2

Air density ρ 1.225 kg/m3

3.2. Final Drive Model

In case a final drive transmission is present in the powertrain topology, the final drive is modeled
using a fixed efficiency, ηf = 0.97 ∈ R+ (-), for which the following holds,

if FD present


ωf(t) = ωw(t) rf,

τf(t) =
τw(t)

rf
η
−sign(τw(t))
f .

(25)

Here, ωf (rad/s) and τf (Nm) are the angular speed and torque before the final drive unit,
which depending on the topology are either equal to the torque and speed of the electric machine
connected to the final drive or of the gearbox connected to the final drive. When no final drive is
present, (25) becomes:

if FD not present

ωf(t) = ωw(t),

τf(t) =
τw(t)

2
.

(26)

3.3. Transmission Model

A transmission unit (TR), i.e., a multi-speed gearbox, is modeled using a fixed efficiency for
each gear, which varies with the ratio of the gear. It is assumed that for larger gear ratios, multiple
gear-stages are required to realize the ratio. Herein, it is assumed that one gear-stage, i.e., one pair of
gear wheels, can realize maximally a ratio of four [29]. Furthermore, it is assumed that each gear-stage
has a constant efficiency of ηgp = 0.985 (-) [29], including losses from bearings and gear teeth contact.
In case a final drive is present, it is taken into account that with a single stage final drive, a maximum
ratio of seven can be achieved [30], which implies lower gear ratios for the gearbox. The efficiency per
gear, ηl(xl), is:

ηl(xl) =


ηgp if rl(xl)

rf
≤ 4,

η2
gp if 4 < rl(xl)

rf
≤ 16,

η3
gp if rl(xl)

rf
> 16,

(27)
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where rl(xl) is the gear for which the efficiency is calculated. The value of rf equals one in the case
of a distributed topology and seven in the case of a central drive topology. The angular velocity, ωtil ,
and torque, τtil , at the gearbox inlet for gearbox unit l is given by:

ωtil (t) = ωtol (t) rl(xl(t)), (28)

τtil (t) =
τtol (t)

rl(xl(t))
ηl(xl(t))

−sign(τtol (t)), (29)

where ωtol (rad/s) and τtol (Nm) are the angular speed and torque at the gearbox output. Note that
the gear ratio and efficiency of gearbox l depend on the chosen gear position xl at any given time t.
Depending on the specific topology of the vehicle, the torque and speed at the gearbox outlet are either
equal to the torque and angular speed of another gearbox or equal to ωf (rad/s) and τf (Nm).

3.4. Electric Machine Model

Each electric machine (EM) was modeled using a lookup map of the efficiency, ηmk (-), which
depended on the electric machines’ torque, ωmk (rad/s), and angular speed, τmk (Nm). An efficiency
map of a passenger car was used as a base for the model (see Figure 3), as reliable open-source
efficiency maps for higher power commercial vehicle electric machines were unavailable. Here,
a “medium” type of electric machine was selected, as opposed to, typically, a low-speed-high-torque
or a high-speed-low-torque machine, to investigate in a more balanced way the effect of a transmission
and topology choice. This would otherwise lead to (largely) compromising the vehicle performance or
reversibly would lead to possible excessive machine or transmission scaling. The losses of the power
electronics (Inverter) are included in this efficiency map.
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Figure 3. Efficiency map of PMSMused for scaling the electric machine efficiency with the peak
power [31]. The map includes both machine and inverter efficiencies. Peak efficiency ηm = 0.937, peak
power Pmk ,base = 50 kW, maximum torque τm = 375 Nm, maximum speed ωm = 629 rad/s, and base
speed ωm,b = 116 rad/s.

The electric power consumption of the electric machine Pmk ,e (W) is calculated as,

Pmk ,e(t) = ωmk (t) τmk(t) η
−sign(τmk (t))
mk , (30)

ηmk = fmk (ωmk ,
τmk
smk

). (31)

Depending on the specific powertrain topology, the electric machine torque is determined from
the model of the gearbox connected to the electric machine or from the final drive model.
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The base efficiency map was scaled along the torque axis to scale the performance of the electric
machine for different sizes [28]. This method of scaling is common practice in powertrain design
studies. The scaling of the efficiency map was performed using the scaling variable smk ∈ R+ (-),

smk =
Pmk

Pmk ,base
, (32)

where Pmk is the peak mechanical power of the resized electric machine and Pmk ,base (W) is the peak
mechanical power of the base electric machine. The maximum torque of the scaled machine τmk is
calculated as:

τmk = smk τm. (33)

The same should be applied to the minimum machine torque τmk
. In the case of topologies without a

final drive and where the wheels were individually driven by the electric machines, i.e., using hub
electric machines, the same efficiency map of the electric machine was used.

3.5. Battery Model

The battery pack of the vehicle was modeled using an equivalent circuit model [28]. The open
circuit voltage Uoc ∈ R+ (V) and resistance R ∈ R+ (Ω) of the complete battery pack depended on the
configuration of the battery, i.e., the number of cells in series, nse ∈ N (-), and in parallel, npa ∈ N (-),

Uoc = nse Uoc,cl, (34)

R =
nse

npa
Rcl, (35)

where Uoc,cl (V) and Rcl (Ω) are the open-circuit voltage and the internal resistance of a single cell,
respectively. It was assumed that these values were equal for all cells in the battery pack. Both Uoc,cl
and Rcl were modeled as a function of the battery state-of-charge ξ. The influence of the battery
temperature and battery aging were not considered in this model. The state-of-charge of the battery
was determined using Coulomb counting, as:

ξ(t) =
∫ t

t=t0

−Ib(t)
3600 Q0

dt + ξ(t0), (36)

where Q0 ∈ R+ (Ah) is the nominal battery capacity, which depends on the nominal cell capacity Q0,cl
(Ah) as:

Q0 = npaQ0,cl. (37)

The battery current Ib ∈ R (A) is calculated using:

Ib = ηc
Uoc −

√
U2

oc − 4 R Pb
2 R

, (38)

where ηc (-) is the Coulombic efficiency that differs for charging and discharging of the battery [28],

ηc =

{
1 if Ib ≥ 0,

0.98 if Ib < 0.
(39)

The power at the battery terminal, Pb, is:

Pb =
nm

∑
k=1

Pmk ,e + Pa. (40)
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where Pa (W) denotes the power consumption of the auxiliaries. Now, the internal battery power Ps,
which is needed to calculate the average energy consumption, Ev, in (3), is calculated using:

Ps = Uoc Ib. (41)

Scaling of the battery size is done by scaling total energy content, which is scaled with the total
number of parallel branches in the battery npa according to:

npa =
Eb

Eb,0
. (42)

where Eb,0 (kWh) is the energy content of one parallel battery branch:

Eb,0 = Q0,cl Uoc. (43)

The number of cells in series nse was kept fixed, meaning the battery voltage was kept fixed
during scaling. The battery parameters are given in Table 3, and a plot of the battery cell resistance
and open-circuit voltage versus the state-of-charge is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Data on open-circuit voltage (Uoc,cl) and internal resistance (Rcl) for the base battery cell
used [32].

Table 3. Battery pack specs. Battery type : Li-ion.

Name Symbol Value Unit

Cell capacity Q0,cl 41 Ah
Nominal cell voltage Uoc,cl(ξ = 0.5) 3.62 V
Max. cell charge current Ich 150 A
Max. cell discharge current Idi 150 A

Battery nominal voltage Uoc(ξ = 0.5) 520 V
Max. battery state of charge ξ 1.0 -
Min. battery state of charge ξ 0.2 -
Initial battery state of charge ξ(t0) 1.0 -

3.6. Auxiliary Units

The auxiliaries considered here were the electric air compressor (EAC), electro-hydraulic power
steering (EHPS), electronic control unit (ECU), air conditioning unit (HVAC), and a cooling circuit.
All were modeled by a fixed average power consumption and added up to a total auxiliary power of
Pa = 4.86 kW.
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3.7. Vehicle Mass Model

The change in the total mass of the vehicle, mv ∈ R+ (kg), by scaling the powertrain components,
is taken into account using,

mv = mta + mpt + mtr + mca, (44)

where mta is the mass of the tractor without powertrain, mtr the trailer mass, and mca the transported
cargo mass. Moreover, the mass of the powertrain mpt (kg) scales with the size of the powertrain
components according to:

mpt = mb +
nm

∑
k=1

(mmk + mik ) +
nt

∑
l=1

mgl . (45)

Here, mb is the mass of the battery, mmk the mass for electric machine k, mik the inverter mass
belonging to this electric machine, and mgl the mass per gearbox unit as detailed in Table 4. The gearbox
mass model depends on the maximum torque capability of the electric machine connected to that
specific gearbox [30].

Table 4. Mass models of powertrain components.

Component Mass Equation (kg)

Tractor mass mta = 5400
Trailer mass mtr = 7500
Cargo mass mca = 25,000

Battery mb = 6.7 Eb

Inverter mik = 0.1 (
Pmk
1000 )

Electric machine mmk = 0.8 (
Pmk
1000 )

Transmission [30] mgl = 1.723 (rl τmk )
0.439 jl

0.219

3.8. Cost Model Parameters

The cost of the powertrain of the vehicle Cpt (euro), from (4), is given as:

Cpt = Cb +
nm

∑
k=1

(Cmk + Cik ) +
nt

∑
l=1

Cgl , (46)

with Cb the cost of the battery, Cmk the cost per electric machine k, and Cik the cost per inverter. The cost
of the transmission unit, or the gearbox, is denoted by Cgl . The linear cost model parameters of the
electric machine, inverter, and battery models were estimated based on multiple references [11,33–37]
and are listed in Table 5. Hereto, the values of all references are plotted versus the year the cost models
applied. Based on this, estimates were made of the value of these parameters in 2019. As no reliable
estimates could be made on the constant part of the cost models, they were omitted. However, they
can easily be added in the future. The price of electricity, ce, was based on the European average of
non-household energy prices of 2018 [38].
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Table 5. Cost models of powertrain components and assumed simulation input parameters.

Component Cost Model Unit

Electric machine cost model Cmk = 16 (
Pmk
1000 ) euro

Inverter cost model Cik = 15 (
Pmk
1000 ) euro

Battery cost model Cb = 250 Eb euro
Transmission cost model [30] Cgl = 16.73 mgl euro
Base vehicle cost C0 = 75, 000 euro
Years of ownership y = 4 year
Years of economical lifetime yel = 8 year
Yearly mileage Dy = 150, 000 km
Electricity cost [38] ce = 0.114 euro/kWh

3.9. Drive Cycle

Typically, for large-scale powertrain design studies, to constrain the simulation times, a shorter,
yet representative, long-haul drive cycle is used. Similarly, in this work, the drive cycle used (Figure
5) was obtained from the Vehicle Energy consumption Calculation Tool (VECTO) [39], which is a
simulation tool in development for CO2 declaration of commercial vehicles above 7.5 tons, and it
contains no on-route charging.
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Figure 5. Drive cycle velocity and height profile for the VECTO regional long-haul drive cycle [39].

4. Design Results And Analysis

For each of the 44 powertrain configurations, the results of the optimization problem (8)
are discussed next. It was important to investigate each design choice separately and to identify
the potential trade-offs between them.

4.1. Total-Cost-of-Ownership

One of the most important parameters when designing a new vehicle concept is the
total-cost-of-ownership, as defined in (1), which should be be as low as possible. The optimal value
of the TCO, denoted by C∗TCO, for each of the 44 powertrain configurations optimized is shown in
Figure 6. In this figure, markers are used to indicate the different types of gearboxes used.
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Figure 6. Optimal total-cost-of-ownership, C∗TCO, for each configuration shown in Figure 2.
The different markers indicate the gearbox type present in the optimized topology. The dark gray
arrow indicates the improvement from the powertrain configuration with the highest to the one with
the lowest total-cost-of-ownership.

The topology with the lowest TCO was TD1, which had one electric machine and gearbox for
each of the two driven wheels. This topology was equipped with a two-speed ; hence, TD1.2, gave
overall the lowest TCO with a value of C∗TCO = 187.7 k euro. The topology with the highest TCO was
TC5, which was a central drive topology with in total two electric machines and two gearboxes that
were placed in series. This topology also showed the largest variation in C∗TCO with the number of
gears in the gearboxes. This topology was equipped with two three-speeds; hence, TC5.33, resulted
in being the highest TCO overall with a value of C∗TCO = 199 k euro. Thus, between the powertrain
configurations with the highest and lowest C∗TCO, the difference was−11,200 euro, meaning that for the
set of topologies studied, choosing a different topology, and gearbox type, could result in a variation
of −5.6% in the optimal TCO value. Other performance metrics and the values of the optimal sizing
parameters x∗p for each topology can be found in Appendix B. The group of powertrain configurations
with topology TC5, which are the three most right vertical lines in Figure 6, was clearly the least
favorable option regarding TCO. Therefore, this topology will be left out for the rest of the analyses
discussed in this section.

4.2. Optimal Component Sizing

Among the investigated set of configurations, the optimal battery size E∗b, shown in Figure 7,
varied from 221 kWh to 210 kWh, which was a relative variation of −5.1%. The results favored the
smallest battery size possible. This was a trade-off between the battery size influencing the (i) battery
efficiency, (ii) the vehicle mass, and thereby vehicle energy consumption; and, (iii) the vehicle cost.
The optimal battery size reached a boundary optimum, where the battery size was constrained by the
lower state-of-charge limit at the end of the drive cycle. The distributed drive configurations having
smaller optimal battery sizes are located more towards the left on the horizontal axis in Figure 7, due
to the lower energy consumption of this group of topologies.
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Figure 7. The sum of all electric machines mechanical peak powers P̂m = ∑nm
k=1 Pmk , plotted versus

the optimal battery size E∗b for each powertrain configuration optimized. The markers indicate the
gearbox type present in the topology for that specific data point. The data points belonging to the same
topology are connected with lines. Gray colored lines indicate distributed topologies, and black lines
indicate central drive topologies.

Another important parameter was the total electric machine power, P̂m (Figure 7, vertical axis),
which was the sum of all electric machines’ mechanical peak powers. The value of P̂∗m varied between
497 kW (TC2.4) and 268 kW (TD1.3), which was a reduction of −46%. The topologies TD1 and TC1
equipped with a multi-speed gearbox seemed to require smaller total electric machine powers.

4.3. Central Drive versus Distributed Drive Topology

The first of three topological design choices to discuss is the choice of a central or distributed
drive powertrain. Therefore, in Figure 8, the C∗TCO of the configurations with a distributed (Figure 8,
left) and central drive (Figure 8, right) powertrain are grouped into two separate plots. The value of
C∗TCO is plotted against the number of gears in the gearbox.
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Figure 8. The optimal total-cost-of-ownership (C∗TCO) versus the number of gears in the gearbox.
The results are grouped with on the left the distributed configurations and on the right the central drive
configurations. The results belonging to the same topology are connected with lines. The red dotted
lines and the red number indicate the average total-cost-of-ownership for each of the two groups.

The group of distributed configurations (Figure 8, left) had an overall lower C∗TCO (−1.0%) than
the group of central configurations (Figure 8, right). In order to find the cause of this difference, the two
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parts of which CTCO consisted, the electricity cost Ce and vehicle cost Cv, are plotted against one
another in Figure 9. As can be seen in Figure 9, both groups are located at the same height on the
vertical axis, meaning the vehicle cost C∗v was similar for both groups. Thus, the difference in C∗TCO
between both groups was mainly related to the difference in electricity cost, C∗e (Figure 9, horizontal
axis), for which the distributed configurations are located more towards lower values. This difference
in electricity cost was largely coupled to the fact that the distributed powertrains did not include a final
drive. Therefore, they had a higher powertrain efficiency and inherently a lower energy consumption.
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Figure 9. The vehicle cost C∗v plotted versus the electricity running cost C∗e for each optimized
powertrain configuration. The data points belonging to the same topology are connected with lines,
and the different markers indicate the gearbox type present. Gray colored lines are used for distributed
topologies and black lines for central drive topologies. “Combinations” refers to the configurations
of TC4 equipped with two different types of gearboxes, for example a one-speed in combination with
a two-speed .

4.4. Gearbox Type And Location

The second topological design choice investigated was the choice of the total number of gears in
the gearbox. In Figure 8, it can be observed that the influence of the chosen number of gears, visible
as the variation over the horizontal axis of Figure 8, varied per topology. Using a two-speed had a
reduced C∗TCO over using a one-speed for all topologies, except for TC4 (which was unexpected and
where the multi-layer algorithm had most likely reached a local minimum). For all configurations that
showed a reduction in C∗TCO from a one-speed to a two-speed , the average reduction in C∗TCO was
−0.6%. The reduction in C∗TCO was slightly larger for the central drive topologies (−0.9%) compared
to the distributed topologies (−0.4%).

4.4.1. Two-Speed Gearboxes

The configuration with a two-speed had the lowest C∗TCO for five out of eight topologies studied.
Adding more gears to the gearbox, i.e., using a three-speed or four-speed, did not significantly reduce
C∗TCO (for most topologies). Thus, the largest impact on C∗TCO was achieved by using a two-speed
instead of a single-speed. This was related to the fact that using a second gear increased the freedom
in placing the working points of the electric machine. In the case of a single-speed gearbox, the choice
in the gear ratio was limited as both the top speed and maximum torque constraints had to be satisfied
by the choice of this gear ratio. However, in the case of a two-speed gearbox, only one gear had to
satisfy these constraint or each gear only one constraint. Therefore, there was more freedom in the
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choice of the gear ratio value, which facilitated that the working points could be placed closer to the
region of high efficiency of the electric machine.

4.4.2. Three-Speed Gearboxes

Adding a third gear to the gearbox reduced the electricity cost compared to a two-speed for some
of the topologies. However, for most topologies, the reduced electricity cost did not outweigh the
increased vehicle cost due to increased transmission cost because of the use of an extra gear. This was
only the case for TD2 and TC4, for which a three-speed resulted in the lowest C∗TCO. The average change
in C∗TCO when going from a two-speed to a three-speed , for the group of configurations studied,
was 0.0%. The only benefit of adding a third gear was improved gradeability. Topologies TD2, TC2, and
TC3 had a significantly higher gradeability performance when using a three-speed than when using
a two-speed (Table A2 in Appendix B). In the case of a three-speed, the third gear was used to place
the working points of the electric machine at low vehicle speeds into the region of the efficiency map
with high efficiencies. As this required one of the gears to have a higher gear ratio, the gradeability
performance was improved as well.

4.4.3. Four-Speed Gearboxes

When adding a fourth gear to the gearbox, for most topologies, there was an increase in C∗TCO,
an average increase of +0.8% among the configurations that showed an increase in TCO. The steep
increase for TD2 and TD3 might be due to the convergence to local minima. Therefore, no clear
conclusion could be drawn on the effect of adding a fourth gear on the TCO, and the difference in
this between distributed and central topologies. This would require more in-depth analysis; however,
the general trend seemed to indicate an increase in TCO when adding a fourth gear.

4.4.4. Gearbox Location

In the case that a topology incorporated multiple electric machines, the question arose where to
locate the gearbox unit in the powertrain and how many gearboxes should be added. For example, in
the case of a central drive powertrain with two EMs, should one gearbox be incorporated that is used
by one electric machine (TC3) or used by both electric machines (TC2), or should two gearboxes be used
(TC4)? Results showed that the lowest C∗TCO was achieved for TC2, when both EMs shared the same
gearbox. This resulted in a lower C∗TCO, on average −1.0%, as when only one EM was equipped with a
gearbox, TC3. The reason a lower C∗TCO was achieved compared to supplying each electric machine
with its own gearbox, TC4, was largely related to the vehicle cost, Cv. The vehicle cost was lower for
TC2 due to lower gearbox and electric machine costs. The latter was due to a lower total EM machine
peak power P̂∗m for TC2.

4.5. Single versus Multiple Electric Machines

The last design choice involved the number of electric machines in the powertrain. Hereto,
topology TD1 (two EMs) was compared to TD2 (four EMs), both distributed powertrains. Next to
that, TC1 (one EM) and TC2 (two EMs) were compared for the central drive powertrains. Whereas
topology TD1 contained two EMs, both were equally sized due to the symmetry constraint between
the left and right wheel of the vehicle. Therefore, there was only one design variable for the EM size
for this topology.

In the case of a distributed topology, the option with the least number of electric machines, TD1,
had the lowest C∗TCO. This could be concluded from the left plot in Figure 8 where the line of TD1

was located below the line of TD2. TD1 (two EMs) had a higher electricity cost, C∗e , compared to TD2

(four EMs). However, due to lower vehicle cost, TD1 resulted in a lower C∗TCO. Hence, the reduced
electricity cost due to the use of extra electric machines did not outweigh the required increase in
vehicle cost. Hence, for the distributed topologies, adding extra EMs increased the TCO, with on
average +0.7%. A different observation was made for the central topologies. Among the group of
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central drive topologies, the option with the most electric machines, TC2 (two EMs, different sizing)
had the lowest C∗TCO. Thus, for the central drive topologies, the reduced electricity cost outweighed
the required investment cost of adding an extra electric machine to the power. Hence, for the central
topologies, adding an extra EM reduced the TCO, by on average −0.3%.

The total machine power P̂∗m, for both comparing TD1 to TD2 and TC1 to TC2, was higher for the
options with more EMs in the powertrain, TD2 and TC2. Adding extra EMs to the powertrain increased
the optimal total machine power. When looking at the individual sizes of the electric machines,
plotted in Figure 10, it can be observed that the electric machines were not equally sized. For two
powertrain configurations, the sizes were close to equal, a difference of around 10 kW; however,
for most configurations, the difference was larger than 10 kW. The difference in sizing could be
observed in Figure 10 by the deviation of the points from the red dotted line, which indicated where
both EM sizing parameters would be equal. A possible explanation of the difference in EM sizing was
related to the existence of multiple local minima with (almost) equal for the topologies with multiple
EMs, e.g., topologies TD2, TC2, and TC4. Either using equally sized or a large difference in size of
electric machines resulted in similar objective function values. Therefore, from the objective point of
view, there was no preference for either solution, and some optimizations converged to one solution,
e.g., TD2.4 and TC4.11, while some to the other solution, e.g., TD2.3 and TC4.22.
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Figure 10. Electric machine sizing parameters plotted against one another. The markers indicate the
gearbox type present in the topology for that specific data point. The data points belonging to the same
topology are connected with lines. Gray colored lines indicated distributed topologies, and black lines
indicate central drive topologies. “Combinations” refers to the configurations of TC4 equipped with
two different types of gearboxes, for example a one-speed in combination with a two-speed .

Note that P∗m2
had values close to 10 kW for TD3 and TC3. This was the value of the lower bound

of the EM sizing parameter. In both topologies, the machine(s) with sizing parameter Pm2 was directly
connected to the final drive, and therefore had a transmission ratio of one to the driven wheels. Due to
this, the work points for these machines were outside the feasible working range of the machine; this
machine was minimally used on the drive cycle, and its size was minimized in order to reduce the
vehicle cost as much as possible.

4.6. Comparison of the Influence of Design Choices

The question now arose about which of the three topological design choices had the largest impact
on C∗TCO. This comparison was performed from the perspective of the most widely used powertrain
configuration by truck manufacturers, TC1.1. In Figure 11, the influence of each of the three topological
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design choices is depicted, showing the effect of: adding one gear to the gearbox (TC1.2); adding an
extra electric machine to the topology (TC2.1); or moving to a distributed type of topology (TD1.1).
For each of these design choices, the change in C∗TCO, Ce and Cv is indicated by ∆C∗TCO (%), e.g.,
this value for the design choice from TC1.1 to TD1.1 is calculated as:

∆C∗TCO =
C∗TCO(TD1.1)− C∗TCO(TC1.1)

C∗TCO(TC1.1)
· 100, (47)

The values of ∆C∗e and ∆C∗v are calculated in the exact same way.
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Figure 11. Design choice tree from the perspective of TC1.1, showing the impact on the optimal
total-cost-of-ownership and optimal sizing parameters for the three topological design choices studied:
(top) moving to a distributed drive; (middle) adding an extra gear to the gearbox; (bottom) adding an
extra electric machine to the powertrain. The change in sizing parameters due to each choice is shown
in the boxes above and below the configurations. In case control variables are present, the use of the
gears and electric machine modes for driving the vehicle are mentioned for each configuration.

Seen from the perspective of TC1.1, the largest reduction in C∗TCO was realized by going to
a distributed topology (−1.1%), followed by the addition of an extra gear (−0.8%), and last, by adding
an extra EM (−0.1%). This was in line with the results from Sections 4.3–4.5, where also the largest
reduction on average on the TCO was shown for going to a distributed topology (on average −1.0%),
followed by adding a gear (on average −0.6%), and the lowest impact for adding an EM, on average
−0.3% for central topologies. The latter even showed an increase in TCO for distributed topologies (on
average +0.7%). Therefore, it seemed that for the application studied, the largest impact on TCO was
realized when going from a central to a distributed topology, followed by the use of a multi-speed
gearbox and last by the addition of extra electric machines.
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4.7. Results Discussion

Note that each optimal set of parameters x∗p for each powertrain configuration was subject to
the grid defined for the components and the parameters chosen for the optimization algorithm.
The same optimization algorithm parameters were used for all powertrain configurations, and this
(e.g., optimization stopping criteria) could also influence x∗p. For example, the population size was
slightly increased for the optimization of TC4 and TC5, due to the higher number of design parameters.
The use of PSO did not guarantee finding the exact global optima; however, PSO converged to a
solution in the proximity of the optimum, as was shown in an example in [27].

In order to check whether the algorithm converged to a minimum, a sensitivity study of the
objective to the sizing parameters was performed. Hereto, the change in the objective value was
calculated for a change of 5%, in both directions, in each of the sizing parameters xp. Each time, only
one parameter was varied, it being a one-at-a-time sensitivity study. The maximum variation in the
objective value due to variation in the design parameters was on average −0.09%, with a maximum
of −0.31% for TC3.4, for the distributed configurations and most central configurations. Mainly
further down-scaling the battery or electric machine(s) had the largest influence on the objective value.
The group of configurations of TC4 and TC5 showed larger variations in the objective, ranging from
−0.11% to−0.8%. These topologies more often converged to local minima. This might be related to the
high number of design parameters and the possible existence of multiple local minima when multiple
electric machines were present in the powertrain, as discussed in Section 4.5. Apparently, the tuned
PSO algorithm was not robust enough to be properly applied to all design problems. The large
variation in the shape of the objective functions among different powertrain configurations would
require re-tuning of the algorithm; something that should be investigated more in future research.
For this paper, this meant that the exact values of the results of especially topologies TC4 and TC5
should be observed with more care.

Next to that, the value of the optimal battery size in kWh, discussed in Section 4.2 and shown in
Figure 7, should be interpreted with some care. The focus should be more on the variation of the battery
size among different powertrain configurations, rather than the absolute value. The optimization of
the battery in this paper focused on minimizing system efficiency and did not include effects related to
battery aging and charging of the battery. These effects will influence the exact value of the battery size
and will most likely result in larger batteries when being implemented in a real vehicle. To determine
the exact influence of these effects, more extensive research is required.

4.7.1. Optimal Gear Use

Next to the design parameters, also the optimal control trajectories were studied. In Figure 12, the
use of the gears and electric machines is shown for two powertrain configurations. In this figure, the
road-load force at the wheels is plotted versus the speed of the vehicle, showing the load at the wheels
of the vehicle.

Regarding the use of gears, shown in the lower two plots of Figure 12, the most used gear was the
last gear having the lowest gear ratio. This gear was engaged for around 90% of the drive cycle. This
also held for the other topologies studied. As can be observed in Figure 12, the most used gear was
mainly used at higher vehicle speeds, above 65 km/h. This coincided with the vehicle being driven
at speeds above 65 km/h for 88% of the time on the drive cycle. Using the second gear, the work
points, corresponding with higher vehicle speeds, of both EMs were located as close as possible to the
high efficiency region of the map (see the location of the dark crosses in Figure 13). In Figure 13, the
corresponding work points for each of the electric machines in the powertrain are shown, with different
colors indicating the gear engaged for each work point.
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Figure 12. Visualization of the work points of the vehicle over the drive cycle for both TD2.2 and TC2.2.
The upper plots indicate the use of the electric machines, where EM1 only means that only EM1 supplies
power to the wheels and EM2 only that this is only done by EM2. Dual motor indicates that both
machines together drive the wheels of the vehicle. The lower two plots indicate the engaged gear for
each work point.
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Figure 13. Visualization of the workpoints of the electric machines over the drive cycle for both TD2.2

and TC2.2. The workpoints correspond with the workpoints shown in Figure 12, however, here plotted
for each electric machine in the powertrain. The upper plots indicate the use of the electric machines,
where (EM1 only) means that only EM1 supplies power to the wheels, and (EM2 only) that this is only
done by EM2. (Dual motor) indicates that both machines together drive the wheels of the vehicle.
The lower two plots indicate the engaged gear for each workpoint.
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4.7.2. Torque Split

Regarding the use of the electric machines during motoring mode, when the vehicle was driven,
plots were made to show whether only the first EM was used (EM1 only), the second EM was used
(EM2 only), or both EMs were used simultaneously (dual motor). Keep in mind that for distributed
topologies in the “EM1 only” mode, both EM1 machines were used, as shown in Figure 2. The use
of these three modes is indicated with different markers in the upper two plots of Figure 12 and in
percentages in Figure 11. The most used mode during driving was the dual motor mode for both
configurations studied in this section, followed by the use of the largest EM. During braking, mainly
the smallest EM was used to recuperate energy.

To conclude on the results, when only looking at total-cost-of-ownership for choosing the design
of an electric powertrain for a long-haul truck, TD1.2 was the most optimal. Furthermore, from a central
drive vs. distributed drive point of view, the later was preferred. Regarding the number of gears in
the gearbox, the option with a two-speed seemed to result in the lowest overall TCO. Adding a third
gear would improve the gradeability of the vehicle if required; however, for most topologies, this
came at the cost of an increased TCO. Regarding choosing the number of electric machines, for both
central and distributed drive topologies, the option with two electric machines resulted in the lowest
TCO, where for the distributed topologies, they were equal in size. As can be observed throughout
this section, in most cases, the conclusion and effects of a design choice were different for the central
and distributed drive powertrains. Hence, there existed an interaction between the design choice of a
distributed or central drive topology and the other two topological design choices.

4.8. Alternative Optimization Objective: Energy Consumption

As CTCO highly depended on the cost model assumptions, the optimization described in Section 2
was re-performed with only the energy consumption as objective; thus, CTCO = Ce in (7) and (8).
The optimal energy consumption E∗v, shown in Figure 14, varied from 181.7 kWh/100 km (TC5.33) to
169.5 kWh/100 km (TD2.2), which was a variation of −6.7%. In the case of energy consumption as the
optimization objective, the topology with four electric machines was a better choice (TD2.2) instead of
the two EM topology (TD1.2) in the case of CTCO as the objective. This was due to the fact that in the
case of energy consumption as the objective, there was no cost penalty in the use of more powertrain
components.
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Figure 14. Plot of the optimal energy consumption E∗v versus the number of gears in the gearbox
present for the optimization results with energy consumption as the optimization objective. The results
are divided into two figures with, on the left, the distributed and, on the right, the central drive. The red
line and number indicate the average energy consumption for each of the two groups.
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Similar to the case of CTCO being the objective to minimize, the largest impact on energy
consumption regarding the choice of number of gears in the gearbox was when going from a one-speed
to a two-speed. Regarding the best choice of the number of gears, here as well, the two-speed had the
lowest TCO for the distributed topologies. However, for TD1, the three-speed had a marginally lower
energy consumption. However, for the central topologies, no a clear conclusion could be drawn on the
best gearbox type, but the preference seemed to be more towards four speeds. Hence, more gears as
when CTCO was the objective.

Another observation was that in the case of energy consumption as the objective, higher total
EM powers were found. Compared to when TCO was the objective function to minimize, there was
no direct penalty on the objective value when increasing the size of the electric machine, as electric
machine cost was not part of the objective function. Larger electric machine sizes increased the average
electric machine efficiency over the drive cycle and, therewith, resulted in a lower energy consumption.

5. Conclusions

The main goal was to investigate the effect of discrete topological design choices for electric
powertrains for heavy-duty trucks. Therefore, a powertrain design optimization study, centered on the
costs of operation and components, was performed for a group of various powertrain configurations.
A fixed set of 44 feasible configurations was considered, constructed from eight topologies for which
each a different number of discrete gear ratio values in the gearbox was considered. In particular,
this set was considered in order to analyze the topological design choices related to: (a) a central
or distributed drive (individually-driven wheels) powertrain, (b) a single or a multi-speed gearbox,
and (c) using single or multiple electric machines. Results showed that the choice of topology and
discrete gear ratio in the gearbox (for the set studied) could result in a variation in the optimal
total-cost-of-ownership of at maximum 5.6% and a variation in the sum of the electric machines’
peak power specification of 46%. The topology resulting in the lowest total-cost-of-ownership was a
distributed topology with in total two electric machines and equipped with a two-speed gearbox per
machine. Additionally, studying the set of powertrain configurations showed that the largest average
reduction in total-cost-of-ownership was achieved by: (i) choosing a distributed drive powertrain
topology over a central drive topology (−1.0%); followed by (ii) using a multi-speed gearbox, preferably
a two-speed, over a single-speed gearbox (−0.6 %); and the smallest impact was shown for (iii) using
multiple electric machines over using one single machine (−0.3%) for central drive topologies, which
even showed an increase in total-cost-of-ownership for distributed topologies (+0.7%). The framework,
used in this paper, could easily be applied to different (vehicle) applications by changing the model
parameters and the drive cycle. Therefore, in future research, the effect of the chosen model parameters
on the results will be further examined in order to understand what the influence is of the vehicle,
cost, mass, and drive cycle parameters on the three topological design choices and on the choice of the
optimal topology ultimately.
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BA Battery
EAC Electric air compressor
ECU Electronic control unit
EHPS Electric hydraulic power steering
EM Electric machine
FD Final drive
HVAC air conditioning unit
PSO Particle swarm optimization
TCO Total-cost-of-ownership
TR Transmission
VECTO Vehicle Energy Consumption Calculation Tool
W Driven wheel

List of Symbols

A frontal area m2 Q0 battery capacity Ah
ce electricity cost euro/kWh rf final drive ratio -
C cost parameters euro rl vector with gear ratios of gearbox l -
cd air drag coefficient - rw wheel radius m
cr rolling resistance coefficient - R internal battery resistance Ω
D distance km R Matrix with all gear ratios in the powertrain -
Eb battery energy content kWh smk electric machine scaling parameter -
Ev energy consumption, energy kWh/100km t time s
Fr road-load force N tacc acceleration time s
f function indication - T topology -
g inequality constraints - T set of topologies -
g gravitational acceleration m2/s uts torque split control variable -
h equality constraints - Uoc open circuit voltage V
i topology name - v vehicle speed m/s
I current A x vector with design variables -
jl number of gears in gearbox uni l - xl gear position of gearbox l -
k index of the electric machine - xg vector with gear positions of all gearboxes -
l index of the gearbox unit - y year year
m mass kg α road slope rad
n total number of instances - η efficiency -
P power W Λ drive cycle -
Pmk mechanical peak power for electric machine k W ξ battery state-of-charge -
Pmk ,e electric power for electric machine k W ρ air density kg/m3

Pm vector with all electric machine peak powers W τ torque Nm
P̂m sum of electric machine peak powers W ω angular speed rad/s
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List of Sub-Scripts

0 begin time, nominal, base vehicle cost l gearbox index
85 related to 85 km/h constraint m electric machine
acc acceleration oc open-circuit
b battery p plant
c drive cycle pa parallel
c control pt powertrain
C central r total number of gear ratios
ca cargo s internal battery power
ch charging se series
cl single battery cell st related to standstill constraint
d drag coefficient t number of transmission units
D distributed ta tractor
di discharge TCO total-cost-of-ownership
e electricity cost, electric power ti transmission inlet
el economical life time to transmission output
end end time top top speed
f final drive tr trailer
g gearbox ts torque split
gp gear pair v vehicle
i inverter w wheel
i topology name y yearly
k electric machine index

Appendix A. Design Parameters Per Topology

Table A1 shows the specific plant design and control parameters per topology.

Table A1. Overview of component sizing and control design parameters per topology.

Topology Component Sizing Parameters Control Parameters
Ti.jl

D1.j1 xp = {Eb, Pm1 , r1} xc(t) = {x1(t)}
D2.j1 xp = {Eb, Pm1 , Pm2 , r1} xc(t) = {uts(t), x1(t)}
D3.j1 xp = {Eb, Pm1 , Pm2 , r1} xc(t) = {uts(t), x1(t)}
C1.j1 xp = {Eb, Pm1 , r1} xc(t) = {x1(t)}
C2.j1 xp = {Eb, Pm1 , Pm2 , r1} xc(t) = {uts(t), x1(t)}
C3.j1 xp = {Eb, Pm1 , Pm2 , r1} xc(t) = {uts(t), x1(t)}

C4.j1 j2 xp = {Eb, Pm1 , Pm2 , r1, r2} xc(t) = {uts(t), x1(t), x2(t)}
C5.j1 j2 xp = {Eb, Pm1 , Pm2 , r1, r2} xc(t) = {uts(t), x1(t), x2(t)}

Appendix B. Optimization Results Data

In this Appendix, all the optimization results are shown. Table A2 shows the calculated objective
and performance for each optimized powertrain configuration, and Table A3 shows the optimal values
of the design parameters.
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Table A2. Additional performance parameters for the powertrain configurations optimized for
total-cost-of-ownership, as discussed in Section 4.

Topology Performance Parameters

Ti.jl Ev Top Speed Gradeability Acceleration
0–80 km/h Range

(kWh
/100 km) (km/h) (%) (s) (km)

D1.1 173.2 143 11 37 98
D1.2 171.7 131 11 46 98
D1.3 172.0 126 12 51 98
D1.4 171.4 128 11 47 98

D2.1 171.6 148 11 35 98
D2.2 170.9 150 11 34 98
D2.3 170.6 135 32 40 99
D2.4 170.7 156 38 25 98

D3.1 173.2 111 11 36 98
D3.2 173.2 101 25 43 98
D3.3 172.0 104 37 37 98
D3.4 172.7 120 50 32 100

C1.1 175.7 145 11 35 98
C1.2 175.7 127 12 48 98
C1.3 175.6 125 18 49 98
C1.4 174.7 132 15 42 98

C2.1 174.0 155 12 30 99
C2.2 172.6 141 12 37 100
C2.3 173.7 129 30 44 98
C2.4 174.4 131 45 41 98

C3.1 176.0 147 11 36 98
C3.2 174.3 149 17 35 98
C3.3 173.5 150 38 29 98
C3.4 175.6 130 21 44 101
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Table A2. Cont.

Topology Performance Parameters

Ti.jl Ev Top Speed Gradeability Acceleration
0–80 km/h Range

(kWh
/100 km) (km/h) (%) (s) (km)

C4.11 173.9 153 11 32 98
C4.21 175.6 94 11 43 99
C4.22 174.6 147 40 30 98
C4.24 173.4 136 17 39 98
C4.31 173.4 142 17 36 99
C4.32 174.4 136 40 38 99
C4.33 173.8 142 43 33 98
C4.34 176.0 129 33 44 99
C4.41 173.6 148 37 31 98
C4.44 175.2 135 39 38 99

C5.11 177.2 126 11 62 98
C5.12 175.1 151 37 41 98
C5.13 173.8 164 48 29 100
C5.14 173.7 146 90 33 98
C5.21 175.5 134 11 50 98
C5.22 175.8 135 57 57 106
C5.23 176.8 184 90 20 98
C5.31 177.6 141 20 36 98
C5.32 177.8 132 90 41 101
C5.33 175.8 148 90 29 98
C5.41 175.2 17 84 34 98

Table A3. Optimal component sizing parameters for the powertrain configurations optimized for
total-cost-of-ownership, as discussed in Section 4.

Topology Sizing
Ti.jl E∗

b P∗
m1

P∗
m2

r∗1 (1) r∗1 (2) r∗1 (3) r∗1 (4) rf r∗2 (1) r∗2 (2) r∗2 (3) r∗2 (4)
(kWh) (kW) (kW) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-)

D1.1 213 182 7.6
D1.2 211 149 9.3 5.3
D1.3 211 134 11.3 5.1 0.9
D1.4 210 145 10.1 9.8 8.3 5.1

D2.1 211 111 87 7.0
D2.2 210 122 85 6.7 6.0
D2.3 211 111 47 24.2 6.8 5.1
D2.4 210 122 112 19.8 15.9 6.8 6.2

D3.1 213 188 11 7.6
D3.2 212 147 14 21.3 6.5
D3.3 211 164 10 27.0 18.3 5.4
D3.4 215 175 71 33.7 29.4 20.4 5.4

C1.1 216 391 7.5 1
C1.2 216 285 10.5 6.7 1
C1.3 215 272 16.8 12.8 6.1 1
C1.4 214 313 12.9 9.4 9.3 6.5 1

C2.1 215 278 188 6.7 1
C2.2 215 249 114 8.7 5.1 1
C2.3 214 164 130 25.5 14.8 5.1 1
C2.4 214 297 13 35.6 29.1 7.0 5.2 1
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Table A3. Cont.

Topology Sizing
Ti.jl E∗

b P∗
m1

P∗
m2

r∗1 (1) r∗1 (2) r∗1 (3) r∗1 (4) rf r∗2 (1) r∗2 (2) r∗2 (3) r∗2 (4)
(kWh) (kW) (kW) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-)

C3.1 216 368 62 7.6 1
C3.2 214 348 73 12.5 6.2 1
C3.3 213 415 10 22.7 8.5 5.2 1
C3.4 221 295 10 18.8 14.7 14.5 6.7 1

C4.11 214 246 203 7.3 1 5.4
C4.21 218 65 268 22.9 11.8 1 5.6
C4.22 215 393 16 24.9 6.1 1 18.4 3.9
C4.24 213 273 61 10.6 5.2 1 24.2 22.2 12.6 7.6
C4.31 216 356 17 12.5 10.8 5.1 1 0.3
C4.32 215 185 149 26.7 19.7 5.1 1 32.2 7.8
C4.33 213 210 161 34.2 22.9 6.8 1 20.6 17.5 5.1
C4.34 218 144 151 23.6 14.3 9.4 1 33.3 10.6 8.5 5.1
C4.41 213 225 184 36.1 15.1 7.4 4.5 1 5.2
C4.44 217 273 59 29.4 16.9 15.7 7.2 1 30.2 29.9 19.6 7.0

C5.11 218 174 210 0.7 1 8.8
C5.12 215 123 314 0.1 1 27.8 5.2
C5.13 217 126 407 0.6 1 23.5 12.4 5.1
C5.14 213 223 179 1 1 20.1 18.9 10.6 5.3
C5.21 215 65 257 3.4 1.4 1 6.0
C5.22 233 118 213 1.1 0.9 1 38.8 6.3
C5.23 217 293 550 0.5 0.4 1 39.3 6.8 6.1
C5.31 218 337 31 28.7 17.3 10.3 1 0.5
C5.32 224 289 25 23.6 10.5 1.2 1 4.4 0.6
C5.33 216 208 216 17.6 5.5 1.3 1 18.8 10.9 5.6
C5.41 215 104 299 28.8 16.4 12.9 1.3 1 5.2
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